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B AY O U  C I T Y  F LY E R S  

 Presidents Corner:  
I just finished reading an arti-
cle called “Fostering an Active 
Flying club in the Modern Era” 
by Dave Scott. This article is 
in the most recent publication 
of Model Aviation.  The article 
made me ask myself the obvi-
ous question: Are we at BCF 
doing what it takes to foster an 
active flying club? As I thought about the character-
istics that Dave says make an effective club, I de-
cided to list what I believe are the 5 most important 
characteristics and rate BCF against these. My com-
ments are below: 
A strong club starts with a strong and committed 
leadership: This means an executive board that 
works together for the good of the club – people 
that can put personal preferences aside and make 
sound decisions for the betterment of the club.   It 
also requires leadership that will foster needed 
change – change that will allow the club to im-
prove. I believe that we have this in the current 
BCF executive board. I am pleased to say I have 
never worked with a better group of guys: guys who 
work for the overall good of the club without ex-
pecting anything in return and guys who can disa-
gree and still come together in support of the best 
ideas for the club. 
A strong club has members who are actively 
involved: When I use the term “active”, I mean 
active flyers and helpers. While we place a high 
priority on successful building and flying of air-
crafts, clubs cannot survive without members who 
help with the day-to-day operation and maintenance 
of the club. BCF is very fortunate to have people 
who help in the areas of cleaning the clubhouse, 
maintaining safety practices, helping new pilots 
with repairs and flying, and a host of other things. 
We simply could not have a club if it were not for 
the many skilled and willing volunteers. Thanks to 
you all who are always helping to make the club 
better. 
Strong clubs attract new members: The truth is 
that many clubs fail to attract new members, and 
this leads to the eventual death of the club. Dave 
Scott says one way to attract new members is to 
promote a policy of never allowing spectators to sit 
by themselves. What this means is (cont’ Page 2) 
 

NOTAM 
Published: 2819 Feather Glen Ct; Katy, TX. 77494 

Action ——and ——- Cut  
Oops! That’s gonna hurt! For years I've heard of RC pilots getting hurt by 
a spinning propeller. What took a split second to hurt me, took 2 hours in 
surgery on the operating table to mend my severe wound. 13 interior 
stiches to sew my tricep muscle back together & 16 exterior stiches to 
close up my skin. No skin graft required. Initially the ER doc said I'd 
need one. Thankfully they stretched it enough to sew it back closed.  
Much Respect for Nitro & Gas pilots that still hand start their propeller 
planes. Its seriously like hand starting a gas lawn motor engine. Super 
Risky if your not careful. Unfortunately for me, I was too inexperienced 
and made bad decisions. How you get bit in the backside of your upper 
arm you ask? Running away from a plane at knee level. It all happened so 
fast. Totally underestimated the power of this new motor and inexperi-
ence with Gas Planes didn't help. Just glad it didn’t hit my bone. 1" closer 
and it would have sliced my bone in half. I was 
very lucky.  
This is the story told by a recent victim of spin-
ning props, hopefully his accident will help 
prevent yours by reminding you of the hazard of 
spinning props. 
Wooden props cut/hurt but tend to break when 
they strike something. Carbon Fiber, Resin 
Props like APC, and even nylon props rarely 
break and can keep cutting as long as the engine 
is turning. Small gas and glow engines usually 
stop when they strike (but still cut you)— but 
big gas and electrics just keep cutting!  
Things to remember: 
When hand starting engines a heavy glove or Chicken Stick is a lifesaver  
-  As well as fingers.  
Make sure that the plane is secure and cannot move forward when started  
-  that’s why we have posts and start tables 
Never reach over the prop when turning! Make all adjustments from be-
hind the propeller. Spinning props are almost invisible. 
Electric Starters don’t guarantee you won’t get injured  -  In fact they lull 
you into a false sense of security. You usually have to reach over the 
plane to hold it while you push the starter against the nose cone. One slip 
and you’re in the prop! 
Hand Launching a pusher prop can be equally 
as dangerous as the spinning prop passes right 
over your hand/fingers. Ask some Opterra Fly-
ers 
Best thing is to get help and pay attention! A cut 
proof butchers glove is a wise investment! 
Flying shouldn’t hurt — But it can if you’re not 
careful!! 
 

2022 
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BCF Christmas Party 
The 2021 Bayou City Flyers Christmas Party was held on Sat December 4th at Rudy’s Bar-B-Que in Katy. We had 48 members 
show up for the event. Not too bad considering we have 180 members, that’s 26%. 

Club Officer Elections were performed and with no opposition the current officers will remain in office for another year. Max 
gave the blessing for the meal and everyone 
feasted on Brisket, Turkey, Sausage, Beans, 
Potato Salad, Coleslaw, Bread Ice Tea and 
fixings!!! 

As soon as the meal was over it was time for 
the prizes. Every member was given a ticket 
on arrival, and you had to be present to win. 
There were 6 — $50 Gifts which were won 
by Glenn Murray, Larry Parker, Tri Luu, 
Rick Lamprecht, Lucas Escobar, Eric Bar-
nett. The Grand Prize was a AVANTI S EDF 
Jet, this was won by Glenn Murray. 

 

when we have spectators who seem curious but too shy to ask, we should invite them in and see  
what questions they may have. The 2021 BCF total membership is 180. This is an increase of approximately 40 over last year. What’s 
even more impressive is 80 of these are new members. The numbers speak for themselves. I believe we attract new members in many 
ways: through a well-kept website, by the way we treat visitors, and by being available when people inquire about the hobby. All-in-
all I believe BCF is doing a good job in this area, but we can improve in doing more outreach to the community – projects like having 
a day where we introduce Cub Scouts to the hobby. In 2022 I would like to see us involved in at least one community outreach pro-
ject.   
Strong clubs provide effective help for new flyers: The best way to retain new members is to help them to become successful and 
independent pilots. This means that the club must provide an environment that fosters learning. It also requires having a dedicated 
group of people who are willing to teach new people how to fly. BCF has 3 people who have done an outstanding job of teaching new 
pilots, and I am grateful for these people. We have had many pilots who learned to fly under our guidance in the past 2 years. Howev-
er, we need more teachers. For our club size, we should have at least 6 available teachers. My hope is that more of us will volunteer to 
teach in 2022 
Strong clubs promote flying and fun: The main reason people join the club is to fly, and this should be the focus of the club. If a 
club becomes something other than a place to fly and have fun, people will not stay. Promoting flying and fun means that we encour-
age all types of flying: airplanes, gliders, helicopters, drones, etc. A strong club will also promote flying events that involve most of 
the members. I am happy to say BCF provides flying fields for most types of RC aircraft flying, and we host a big annual war-bird 
event that has been successful. However, I believe we need to host more “fun-fly” type events that will involve more of the members. 
To keep my article short, I focused on the above 5 points and am happy to say BCF is doing a great job. Obviously, this does not mean 
that we don’t have room to improve. In our January meeting We will discuss some specific things to improve.  Again, I want to say 
“thanks” to all who contributed time, talent, and money to make BCF a great club. We could not have accomplished all this without 
you. Thanks to all members who contributed to the many improvements this year.….Max 

Presidents Corner (cont’) 



I received the following information from a HobbyKing e-
mail and thought it important enough to pass along. LIPO 
batteries are often not taken seriously enough. I was also not 
aware that the designation LiPo is really only used by the 
RC community, every other industry calls them Li-ion bat-
teries. So some of these same cautions apply to them as 
well. 

Lithium polymer batteries or LIPO batteries as we describe 
them, are a member of the lithium-ion battery chemistry 
family. There are many members of the family and each has 
pros and cons. Different cell formats, voltages, discharge 
curves, charge and discharge rates. The most common RC 
battery is the soft pouch format. The cylindrical cells tend to 
be found in consumer-grade electronics whereas our humble 
LiPo is generally offered in a soft pouch, which makes them 
lighter but also less rigid. Although not unheard, you would 
not commonly find the round metal cased LiPos in RC. The 
soft packs are lighter and much more powerful which is 
why they are used in all disciplines of the hobby. All mod-
ern devices have migrated over to LiPo batteries because the 
energy density is far greater, the charge time is minutes not 
hours and the price has dropped to the point where there is 
no real alternative. LiPo batteries are found in everything 
from phones to laptops and even your fitness tracker. LiPo 
batteries come in almost every shape and size, and although 
they come with additional risks the benefits far outweigh the 
negatives. There are many reasons why our electronic gadg-
ets have gravitated to this amazing technology and I think 
it’s fair to say they are here to stay until the next great leap 
forward. The term, LiPo, is really only used by the RC com-
munity. Every other industry calls them as Li-ion batteries. 
So, if you’re travelling by air soon and you see a sign about 
Li-on batteries, they are indeed one and the same. The rule 
of thumb is each battery must not be over 100w/h (watt-
hours) and they must be carry-on luggage. This is because it 
is easier to deal with a cabin fire as opposed to a cargo hold 
fire. Be sure to check your local laws and regulations be-
cause although most countries follow the IATA rules some 
may vary. 

LiPo batteries can be volatile if treated incorrectly. There 
are many urban legends around LIPO batteries, from salt 
baths to explosions and everything in-between. Some un-
scrupulous vendors will attempt to cash in on the fear of 
others, peddling explosion-proof bags, for instance, LiPo 
batteries don’t explode but they will catch fire. When they 
do they vent our a flammable gas that can set fire to sur-
rounding items. On a serious note, safety is important and 
you should take the time to fully read and understand the 
safety instruction provided with your LiPo battery at the 
time of purchase. Be sure to follow the manufacturer's 
guidelines and take note of the below. 

NEVER: 

 Never alter, puncture or impact batteries or related 

components. 
 Never allow the terminals of the battery to make con-

tact with conductive objects, such as metal. 
 Never store loose batteries together, the battery termi-

nals may contact one another causing a short circuit. 
 Never expose batteries to extreme temperatures or di-

rect sunlight. The temperature range must be between 
40-120° F (4-49° C). 

 Never charge batteries that are hot to the touch (above 
100°F) 

Never charge Batteries inside of the model. 

ALWAYS 

 Always charge/store batteries in a non-conductive, 
fireproof container or bag, outside and away from 
combustible material. 

 Always use a compatible balanced mode charger, spe-
cifically designed for the chemistry of battery you are 
using. 

 Always charge batteries in an open area away from 
flammable or combustible materials, on a concrete 
surface outdoors. 

 Always set the charger for proper cell count and/or 
voltage listed on batteries’ labels. 

Always set the charger to the amp charge rate as listed 
on battery labels. 

DISCHARGING 

If at any time batteries become damaged, hot, or begin to 
swell, discontinue charging (or discharging) immediately. 
Quickly and safely disconnect the charger. Then place the 
batteries in a safe, open area away from flammable materi-
als in an approved LiPo bag to observe. After one hour, re-
move the batteries from service. DO NOT continue to han-
dle, attempt to use, or ship the batteries. failure to follow 
these procedures can cause damage to batteries, personal 
property or cause serious injury. Damaged or swollen Bat-
teries can be unstable and very hot. DO NOT touch batteries 
until they have cooled. Dispose of Batteries in the manner 
required by your city, county, state or country. In the event 
of a fire, a Class D, dry chemical fire extinguisher must be 
used. Do not fight the LIPO fire as they can burn underwa-
ter, so fight the surrounding area. 

 Never discharge Batteries at amperage rates higher 
than specified on battery labels. 

 Never allow the temperature of batteries to exceed 
temperatures advised by the manufacturer. 
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Safety Stop — Handling LIPO’s Safely  
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 Never discharge batteries to a voltage below which 
they are rated by the manufacturer when measured 
under load (connected to the vehicle or a charger capa-
ble of discharge). Batteries discharged to a voltage 
lower than the lowest approved voltage may be dam-
aged, resulting in loss of performance and potential 
fire when Batteries are charged. 

 In the event of a crash, always quickly and safely dis-
connect and remove batteries from the model. Then 
follow the previously listed safety procedures. 

 

If the internal contents of Batteries come into contact 
with your skin, wash the affected area(s) with soap and 
water immediately. If it comes into contact with your eye
(s), flush them with generous amounts of water for 15 
minutes and seek urgent immediate medical attention. 

CHARGING 

Accuracy is a must because each cell in the battery is 
charged to .01of a volt. A good charger should be seen as an 
investment in your safety and the longevity of your batter-
ies. A good charger must be accurate, reliable and cost-
effective. The Accucel-6 has been around a very long time 
and is well known to modellers. In fact, I owned the earlier 
generation Accucel-6 and only upgraded to a more powerful 
unit as my batteries grew in cell count and capacity.  

Charging is a fairly simple process to get right. You must 
ensure you have selected the right cell count, battery type, 
and connected the wires correctly. Get into the habit of con-
necting the balance lead to the charger every time, even if 
you are not balance charging, the charger still monitors the 
individual cell voltages and if the voltage goes out of speci-
fication the charger will stop the charge. 

DISPOSAL 

Saltwater Bath There is a great myth that shares more in 
common with Terminator than the RC industry because this 
myth just won't die. Do not attempt to dispose of you LIPO 
battery by placing it in a saltwater bath. This dissolves the 
aluminum tabs within the battery but does nothing else. It 
appears to be flat because when you run a multimeter over 
the main discharge leads there is no reading. This is because 
the internals of the battery has been corroded leaving each 
cell with a charge.  
Responsible Battery Disposal We all have a responsibility 
to make sure that batteries are disposed of in a responsible 
manner. Many local governments have hazardous waste 
drop-off centers that accept batteries, some at no cost to 
you. Batteries are hazardous to you and the environment so 
do the right thing drop your old batteries off for recycling. 

Also, be sure that your batteries are completely flat prior to 
disposal as a charged battery can be quite volatile. If your 
battery starts a fire as a result of its charge state you may be 
held liable so be sure you discharge the battery before dis-
posal. Most LiPo chargers have a special discharge function 
that can be used discharge your LiPo battery. Generally, the 
charger will discharge the pack into an internal resistor pro-
ducing heat so 50w or less is the usual max setting. Whilst 
discharging smaller currents is fine you need to remember 
that it may take many hours. If you are trying to completely 
discharge packs for disposal a light bulb may be more effec-
tive as it’s a set and forget method. Some dischargers have a 
cut-off voltage and will not discharge beyond a safe voltage 
of 3V. If this is the case, you will need to finish the job with 
a bulb anyhow. Light Bulb Method The Lightbulb method 
is a tried and tested and quite a popular tool for discharging 
LiPo batteries. The method is cheap, fast, reliable, easy to 
make, and can be cobbled together from parts you have in 
your workshop. A 3S LiPo can be connected directly to a 
12V light bulb and a 6s can be connected to two 12v globes 
in series. You can also use a resistive load like those found 
in hair dryers.  
A lot of people will cut off the connector and balance tail 
for other uses. Be very careful when doing this and be sure 
to cut each wire individually and not allow the cut ends to 
contact each other. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I keep hearing the question “my battery is a little puffed, can 
I keep using it?” Well all I can say is how much do you like 
what the battery is in? Your plane, car, or home. Once they 
light off its too late!!!! 
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Attached are a few pictures of the finished 1950 Speedwagon 
kit I built. It has a 1948 McCoy .49 engine and that’s a lot of 
engine for a 13 inch wingspan model but its made for one 
reason and that is to go fast. In 1950 it held the national rec-
ord for speed at 150MPH  and won the Nationals in D speed 
in 1950 and 1951. Robert Blakey who I built it for  has it on 
display in his personal museum but we plan to fly it this sum-
mer to try and recreate the record run. Control line speed is 
both exciting and has a very high infant mortality rate, every-
thing has to go right as the models are very small and have 
very small control surfaces so if things start to get out of bal-
ance you can be in the ground very quickly. You take off 
using a dolly that it lifts off of and getting that to track 
straight with all that power is a art in itself. Fuel is provided 
using a pen bladder tank feeding direct pressure into the ven-
ture. Its set up to run full lean with at least 60%  nitro 
Yes its going to be a handful and finding someone that can 
still do a lap in less than a second in our old group is not go-

ing to be easy. A young man’s event for sure. Robert is not in 
a hurry to give it a try as he wants to enjoy looking at it for a 
while. As stated earlier the crash rate is high with these mod-
els. 
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Control Line Circle !!    By Mark Troutman 
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What The Heck? 
Saw this out at the field the other day 
and had to do a double take!! 

So, explain to me 
again exactly how this 
contraption is going to 
improve your flying! 

One of our members, Greg Johnson, had an apparent transmitter battery failure that resulted in a crash. Failure was unex-
pected based upon information in the transmitter manual. He sent the following to Futaba: 
“Transmitter is T14SG battery is Futaba HT5F1800B. It was third flight of the day. I took off with 5.8 volts indicated on 
the transmitter screen. Lost contact with aircraft, engine then shutdown as per failsafe and plane went into a shallow de-
scent and crashed. I then looked down at the transmitter screen, and it was blank indicating to me no power. Manual says 
that I should get a warning at 5.2 volts and then land immediately before transmitter shuts down at 3.9 volts. So I thought 
I had plenty of margin at 5.8 volts. Battery is several years old, but it still takes a charge. The voltage declines with use a 
little more rapidly than when it was new. The day started with the battery at 5.9 volts, but there was no indication of a 
rapid voltage decline during the day’s previous flights. 
 About 20 minutes after the crash, I turned the transmitter on and it came up to 5.8 volts with the screen fully visible. Af-
ter a minute or so the voltage dropped to 5.7 volts and at that point the voltage indication on the screen started jumping 
around and was unreadable. I charged the battery for 12 hours and got an immediate reading of 7.3 volts that then over 
several minutes dropped to 7.0 volts. 
 I am wondering if the performance described in the manual with regard to a warning at 5.2 volts and shutdown at 3.9 
volts is only valid with a fresh battery.” 
 
Futaba’s response 
“Gregg 
From you description the battery has failed, of course. It appears that the NiMh pack hit what is sometimes called the 
cliff. This is a function of the chemistry as it gets older. The voltage dropped so fast that the transmitter did not have time 
to issue the warning. With that being said, you should NEVER takeoff with a transmitter or aircraft receiver when the 
battery is BELOW its nominal voltage. When a nominal 6 volt pack reaches 6 volts, it is effectively dead and needs re-
charged.” 
  
Just an additional note  - Don’t rely on alarms and warnings to determine flight readiness. As you can see from the above 
they might not save you!!!  

Futaba Transmitter Battery Warning 
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Gliding the Rivers of Air 
In October, Houston Hawks members were invited by the Ft. Bend RC Club to join their RC Aircraft demonstration at the 
annual Wings Over Houston aviation event at Ellington AFB. This was the first WOH appearance by the Hawks who provid-
ed a static display featuring two RC glider types and winch launch equipment to compliment the powered RC flight perfor-
mance by Ft. Bend RC pilots. The soaring display attracted many spectators & questions and there is interest for the Hawks to 
participate again next year, including a winch launch demonstration. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On Saturday December 3, the Hawks conducted an informal club competition at the Scobee Glider Field. The contest was our 
first attempt at a mixed launch format, combing Winch Launch (F3J) and Electric Launch (F5J) gliders in a single thermal 
duration competition. Electric launch planes carried altitude limiting (ALES) devices to cut-off glider motors at 400’, which is 
similar to an average winch launch. After the launch, standard thermal duration contest rules applied to both glider types 
based on a 10-minute flight task and a precision landing. Friendly fun-flying events like this are good for club morale and 
enable pilots with various skill levels and equipment types to participate in a structured soaring contest environment. No priz-
es were awarded to the winners but bragging rights will prevail for a while.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Regarding efforts to get a covered pavilion for the Soaring Area. Pete Dawson and Max Burton have been in communication 
with County Rep. Steve Dorman. Steve said the county does not have the funds to build a pavilion at this time. Steve suggest-
ed we explore options that we can afford to fund ourselves. This indicates a privately funded pavilion is feasible. A complete 
design will need to be submitted for County approval & formal authorization to build. We will need to submit a proposal, 
description of what we want to build and its purpose. We’ll need to include the proposed location, project dimensions, and 
materials. Pictures of the proposed structure are also helpful (likely similar to the current control line canopy). After this is 
submitted, Steve will meet with us and discuss any potential issues with the proposal. After Dorman's approval, he will set up 
a meeting with the Corp of Engineers for final construction approval. Additional questions being submitted to Steve Dorman 
include: what other approvals will be needed and if the pavilion improvements will need to be donated to Harris County upon 
completion (for maintenance etc.) or are owned & maintained by a designated private entity (e.g. BCF/Hawks etc.).  
Concerning construction approvals at Scobee field:  We need to submit a proposal, description of what we want to build and 
its purpose. We need to include the proposed location, project dimensions, and materials.  Pictures of the proposed structure 
are also helpful. After this is submitted Steve Dorman will meet with us and discuss any potential issues with the pro-
posal.  After Steve Dorman's approval, he will set up a meeting with the Corp of Engineers for final construction approval. As 
a privately funded project, we’ll need to identify and get commitment from the organization(s) that would have an interest in 
joining fundraising efforts. This should be established before a formal proposal is prepared for submittal to the County. To 
pursue fundraising commitments, a reliable project budget estimate will be needed for potential sponsoring parties to confi-
dently evaluate the feasibility of participating and consider self-funding strategies. So the next step after Steve Dorfman re-
sponds to the additional submitted questions, is to produce preliminary design drawings illustrating the proposed project 
scope, site placement, materiality, etc. and to find an interested contractor to provide a conceptual construction cost estimate. 
More will be reported on this as we move forward. 
Happy Holidays to you and BCF. 
Pete 
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Amateurs practice until they can get it right  — Pros practice until they can’t get it wrong!! 
But the real question here is…. What is Practice?  By definition “habitual or customary performance; operation” 
But lets simplify that  — Practice is the process of doing something over and over until the end results are the same 
(predictable) every time the function or operation is performed.  
So how do you get to that point? Well going out and flying is practice right? That may be loosely construed as practice if 
everything you do during the flight is predictable with exactly the same results. Now I’m out at the field quite a bit and 
while I do see flawless flying it is a little on the rare side. Not every time you fly needs to be ridged regiment of repetitive 
maneuvers; sometime you just want to fly around or thrash the sky and that’s fine. 
 
However if you really want to improve your flying skills or learn new maneuvers then you are going to have to Practice. 
Practice for R/C Flying begins with a plan and adhering to that plan. For a beginner it might be as simple as flying a pat-
tern while maintaining height, speed, and steady directional control. For a Warbird Pilot it might practicing scale like 
takeoffs and landings or a smooth banked fly-by without losing height or directional stability. The key here is to perform 
these tasks smoothly! Just completing the task 1 time or without being smooth and consistent is not enough. A good Prac-
tice will have you doing it several times, then landing and taking a break and going back up and doing it again. When you 
have had a good day and feeling confident, come back in the next day or week and see if you can do it again on the first 
try. If not you need more Practice! 
 
Many competition events have a judged portion on flight. Entering the maneuver at a certain level and exiting at the same 
level. The maneuvers are also performed a specific distance on the far side and parallel to the runway; this distance needs 
to be maintained throughout the entire maneuver.  
So you think you can fly, try some maneuvers with the above two thoughts in mind. If you can do it kudos, as you have 
been practicing. If not maybe you don’t fly as well as you think. 
Practice makes perfect……..jc 

Practice Practice Practice 

This Quarters Member Profile is Steve Munsey a regular flyer at Bayou City Flyers. Steve has been a member for 4 years. 
Steve has been flying RC for about 25 years. His favorite Planes are Sporty EDF Jets and German Warbirds — Specifically 
the FW-190. His other interests include 3-D Printing — Building PC’s  —- Working on Old Cars  - And a little Drone fly-
ing to boot. 
Steve for the most part has his hands full most of the time with work and taking care of his parents — A big Kudo for this! 
He can usually be found at the field on Fri, Sun, or Mon. 
Steve likes to fly his Lumpkins Modified Twin Fuselage Avanti. 
This was kind of a dare that turned out to be a really great flying plane. Very stable and  easy to land and slow speed flight 
is awesome. Most EDF Jets would stall out 
at the slow speed this flys at! 
He has flown a gamit of different planes 
always looking for something a little more 
exciting. His latest possession is a Hangar-9 
P-47. 
Now Steve can also be a little on the unusu-
al side as indicated in a photo elsewhere in 
the newsletter!!! But in all a real fun Guy to 
be around. Say hi to him when you see him 
at the field!  
 ……...jc 
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Neil Chouker is a guy that loves the unusual. He is always trying to build a plane that no one has seen before; or for that 
matter has never flown or been flown before. His forte is getting a photo of an unusual plane and try to build it, usually out 
of foam. 
His latest creation is a canard style pusher. The original plane was a Santos-Dumont No. 14-bis, airplane designed, built, 
and first flown by the Brazilian aviation pioneer Alberto Santos-Dumont in 1906. The Santos-Dumont 14-bis was the first 
plane to fly outside the US. A box-kite pusher biplane with the pilot standing upright in a wicker basket. Built from bamboo 
and pine and powered by a fuel-injected V8.  The No. 14-bis made a total of nine takeoffs, and it remained in the air for just 
over 21 seconds on its longest flight. None of the other flights covered more than 220 metres (722 feet). Nevertheless, the 
airplane established a considerable record of achievement.  
Neil’s creation was nor without it’s challenges not the least of which was trying to get all of the various flying surfaces 
aligned and straight. While this particular model never really got off the ground, it wasn’t from lack of effort or persistence. 
After a few weeks and numerous attempts and 
modifications the towel was thrown in. I guess 
some planes just aren’t meant to fly! 
I can assure you however that Neil is already on to 
his next project which will prove to be just as inter-
esting!!!! 
Keep it up Neil!!!!! 
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As I switch gears from stunt to helping Lexie learn to fly 
rubber this is the ultimate goal. Pictured below is a 70 inch 
world class Andrukove (three times world champion) 
Wakefield that hopefully some day Lexie can fly. I just got 
this from a friend who just quit due to health. It has 6 func-
tions that include a delayed prop release so when you throw 
it straight up the prop doesn’t start spinning until it reaches 
as high as you can throw, this gets you an extra 10 feet of 
climb. Variable incidence wing (wing wagler) that changes 
the incidence of the right wing as the rubber motor losses 
torque power going up; so it stays in the same climbing turn 
all the way up the power pattern. An auto stab which raises 
the stab into glide position once the prop folds. An auto 
rubber which kicks in to glide position at prop fold, dether-
malizer to bring it down after 3 minutes until the fly offs. 
This model should be able to fly 6 minutes in dead air with 
a 45 sec motor run. It has to be thrown up at about a 80 de-
gree angle and slight right turn. Get it wrong and its $2500-
3000 mistake. Its all carbon fiber except the hand carved 
blades.  
 
 

Andrukove Wakefield 

Mark Troutman holding some other Rubber  
Powered Models 
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Another Pilot Gets His Wings 
N O T A M  

It is with great sadness to note that we have lost another long time BCF member recently, Mr. Mike Kettle. 
He attended the early October 2021 swap meet on Saturday and passed the following Monday. 
Like several of the "seasoned fliers" Mike was always early to the field to make "Suggestions" to fellow pilots and 
kick around some "great ideas". 
Modifications of "Stick Planes" was always a favorite as you can see from the six motor pusher below and a three 
motor stick, which is still alive, as of this writing. 
His pioneering work "influenced or inspired" fellow BCF members, (See Dare or shameful influences in the diction-
ary) to "greater things". Examples are but were not limited to four and then 8 motor modifications to the trusty stick 
design. Looks like he influenced George Lumpkins just a little. 
 
The picture below of Mike and George Lumpkins in the AMA magazine about two years ago. The Young guy on 
right is Mike 
His family requested to sell, trade or pass on his collection of parts and planes to BCF members. Max Burton and 
Merle Bowler organized and auction of his equipment at Scobee Field. There were only about 10 members at the sale, 
but everyone treated it like a fund-raiser instead of a garage sale.  I am very grateful for the members who donated 
and raised around $1000 for the family. 
He always held a positive smile and wit that will be missed at the field early in the morning. 
We will try to carry on his legacy with crazy ideas and a sense of humor. 
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Free Flight 
N O T A M  

Been seeing a lot of facets of the aviation hobby that are blasts from the past! 
Rubber Power, Control Line Stunt, Control Line Combat, Gliders & Sailplanes, Pylon Racing, Drones, FPV, etc. 
Now I’ve been coming to the field for quite a few years but it seems like in the past 3 or 4 I have been noticing a lot more 
of the let’s say more nostalgic models. When was the last time you saw someone flying a rubber powered model? How 
about Control Line Speed? How about a tissue covered plane? Or for that matter a balsa plane that they actually built and 
covered. 
 
Why are we seeing more of this? Could be that the COVID Craze has forced more people to stay home and pursue hob-
bies! Or maybe there’s a group of guy’s that are trying to recapture their youth! Well whatever the reason it sure is inter-
esting to watch. 
 
Now the picture below shows a couple of these guys with an attempt at internal combustion free flight; but judging from 
the photo Free Flight ain’t exactly free. What you see is the result of a 4 second flight on what was supposed to be a 7 
second engine run. Ooops! The plane was supposed to gently climb out in a gentle turn. The thing with free flight is after 
you release it - Shouting Oh Wait - is meaningless!!! If it ain’t perfect!  -  Well you get the idea! Well this plane went 
into a hard turn and returned to earth with the grace of a dead bird! As I understand it, this happened a lot back in the 
day! 
 
A 20 year old Senior Playboy —  OS.50. The plane 
originally belonged to Mark Troutman who sold it 20 
years ago. Keith (the other guy in the photo) bought it 
from a fellow Model Train enthusiast. With help from 
Mark they got it ready for flight. I don’t think we’ll 
be seeing this one again! 
 
I just hope they don’t give up! Would love to see 
more of this type flying at Scobee!! 
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Let Me DIE in Peace or Pieces 

N O T A M  

George Lumpkins, AKA Twinman 
Now, some people would view this as a total loss, particu-
larly if the pilot was enjoying a really good flat spin while 
showing off, and kind of forgot to notice the ground coming 
up…QUICK! 
Ran out of elevator, power, altitude, and options….all at the 
same time! 
Throw it away and buy another…….never!!  
Never Say Die!!!, even if you hear a small voice saying, 
“Let me die!”……….. NO! 
Being a cheap scape, I decided to bring it back, rather than 
buy another one! 
One really good thing about foam airplanes, they tend to 
break with matching surfaces that are easily realigned. 

 
 

First thing, get all the parts………..ALL OF THEM! 
A complete rebuild is like a jig saw puzzle and you need 
those tiny parts and bits!!!!!! 
 
                                   Disclaimer 
Each repair is different and must be considered by the indi-
vidual modeler if the repair is feasible and safe to bring a 
crashed model back from the dead. 
If you are not confident that your repairs are as good and 
strong as new, do not risk the safety of others with poor 
repairs that could fail in flight. This procedure is not intend-
ed to cover all types of possible repair procedures or safety 
tips. 
                            FIRST THING….. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One hot glue gun and around two packs of hot glue sticks. 
No, I really did not need that many. 

 

As you can see, most failures of foamy models, allow fit-
ment along the breaks in almost a perfect joint again. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Out comes the trusty Hot glue gun!!!!!!!! And go to work 
Even big parts such as fuse sections will realign and for the 
most part fit in a close seam. 
Test fit the parts, to make sure of no distortion  and good fit. 
DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES use your fin-
ger to smooth out the oozing hot glue from the joint. This is 
not Epoxy!! 
It is HOT!!!!!!!!! Don’t ask me how I know that!! 
Instead, use a paper towel between your fingers and the 
HOT GLUE, to smooth out or wipe excess squeezed glue 
from the joint. 
 Did I mention, DO NOT USE BARE FINGERS FOR 
SMOOTHING HOT GLUE!!!!!!!!!! 
Good as new…OK..you can see the joint, but I will come 
back to that. The joint, if you fully filled the failure with hot 
glue is as strong as the original structure. 
Covering the seam will be covered later in this story. 
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Let Me DIE in Peace or Pieces    (cont.) 

N O T A M  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hot glue one into original channel. Note, the factory glue 
did not hold. The hot glue is much stronger than most facto-
ry glue. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Test fit the second side and make SURE the booms are par-
allel. Glue in place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yes, you see rudders and rudder servos on this tail structure. 
The model does not come that way. 
The addition of rudder REALLY aids takeoff and landing, 
as well as really fancy flat spins. 
 
JUST MAKE SURE YOU GET OUT OF THAT NEAT 
FLAT SPIN BEFORE YOU HIT THE 
GROUND!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Even the tip of the rudder was put back good as new. 
 
 
Wing to fuse ripped out????? 
No problem!! 
If the model has a carbon fiber reinforcement in this area, 
replace it completely and full length of the original spare or 
tubing. To not attempt to reglue a carbon fiber failure. 
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Let Me DIE in Peace or Pieces 

N O T A M  

Front of fuse and cockpit destroyed, get the jig saw puzzle 
skills out! 
Even the pilot had ejected and was crying…NO NO! 
             Put his butt back in that cockpit!! 
Another example of “Get all the pieces” They will fit right 
back into place. 
Put the front of the fuse back together as before. MORE 
GLUE STICKS!! Please! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sometimes, the foam can actually be compressed..due to 
“Landing Forces” 
Many time, immersion is hot water will let the foam come 
back to its original shape! Example, a nose cone that im-
pacted the side of the landing berm at our field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Landing gear wooden block ripped out. Little hot glue gun 
work. Good as new.                     
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Let Me DIE in Peace or Pieces 

N O T A M  

Even the nose gear can be reinstalled. 
Note, make sure the wooden or plastic landing gear mounts 
are secure to the structures again or add more material. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                  Finishing 
To fill in missing NON STRUCTURAL parts and smooth 
any depressions, caused by repair. 
Get out the spackling compound! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
First make sure the repaired area is flush to the surrounding 
parts, and then wet the foam where the spackling will go. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fill in the NON STRUCTURAL holes or joints with the 
spackling compound and contour to match surrounding 

structures. 
Do not use spackling compound as a substitute for structural 
or stressed components. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Smooth slightly over size for where you want to repair and 
let dry for at least 24 hours, then lightly sand to match the 
surrounding structures and contours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Repaint as needed and reinstall the power units, radio gear, 
controls, and wiring. Note, make sure paint is NOT lac-
quer based or the foam will melt. Enamel or water based 
paints don’t seem to bother most foam, but check first be-
fore use. Would be ashamed for all that work to melt into a 
pile of soft foam and glue sticks. 
GROUND and DISTANCE CHECK ALL FUNCTIONS 
before flight to make sure nothing was damaged in 
the ..uh…Hard Landing. Excluding paint, radio, and con-
trols reinstallation total time, around two hours. Figure a 
couple more to reinstall and recheck other components. 
It should be also noted, that while your pocket will be heav-
ier due to extra money saved, the plane will be slightly to 
significantly heavier. Recheck and confirm balance, align-
ment of components, and airframe. 
After reinstallation of components and final painting. 
Around $2.00 of glue sticks invested. 
Have Fun and save those $$$$ For the next Big Project! 
                                       Twinman! 
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Bayou City Flyers NOTAM 

The Presidency, or any other cub office for that matter, is 
very often a Thankless Job! The membership often ignores 
the fact that people in these positions are dedicating the 
time and effort required so that you as a member have a 
place to fly. Without the support of these people we don’t 
have a club, and without a club there is no one to manage 
the field, and shortly thereafter the county will close the 
field as they are not interested in taking on this responsibil-
ity. 
Now here are the problems with having one of these posi-
tions. Although they are elected positions, generally no one 
wants to run. So in short we end up with people that are 
willing to step up and volunteer to perform these tasks. What tasks you ask, well 
dealing with the county officials, managing the club bank account (yes it takes 
money to have a club), Secretary to keep records (required as with any business 
or organization), organizing/putting together events, Field Safety (yes it needs to 
be monitored and enforced as per county requirements) and a myriad of other 
tasks that often go unnoticed by the general membership.  How do I know this 
you ask - I have personally filled each of these positions at one time or another, 
and brother I’m here to tell you it can be a handful. Dealing with personalities, 
attitudes, and people that can always tell you how to do it better but won’t step 
up to the plate! And Brother there are a lot of them. It’s a wonder we can get 
anyone to fill these positions at all! Think about this the next time you complain 
about the need for a rule, a short coming at the field, the safety officer calling 
you out for a transgression, or anything else for that matter. I’m by no means 
telling you to not voice your thoughts, concerns or opinions but do it respectful-
ly, and with the consideration that these guys are doing a tough job that no one 
else really wants!  
Next time you run into a club officer how about telling him Thanks for the job 
he’s doing! He probably doesn’t hear it very often and it goes a long way to 
making the position bearable. 
And finally if you still don’t like what's going on consider taking a turn at the 
wheel and find out how easy it is! And if you can do for more than one term 
Kudos to you!! 

2819 Feather Glen Ct 
Katy, TX. ,77494 

From the Bench: Editorial 

Remember to Renew your  
Bayou City Memberships for 2022 
2021 Memberships Expired end of December  
 

Upcoming Events 
Jan 28/29      Georgetown Aero Swap Meet 
Mar 4-5         Perry Georgia Swap Meet 
Mar 5-6         Jetero IMAC Challenge 
Apr 9             Bayou City Flyers Swap Meet 
Apr 9            Texas City RC Warbird & Swap Meet 
Apr 16          Alvin RC Big Bird & Swap Meet 
Apr 23          Johnson Space Center RC Warbird 


